About "The UN"

By Anna Von Reitz

The "UN Corporation" is just another commercial corporation formed in Vichy France during WWII by Fascists bent on world dominion. It is criminal to the core and the French people and French government need to be "highly motivated" to pull the plug on it and liquidate its far-flung mercenary empire.

While fronting the actual "United Nations Organization" as an instrumentality for World Peace, what they have really worked at all these years is the creation of an instrumentality of world dominion and coercion using any form of lie or excuse possible for their actions.

When people try to tax cow farts, it's time for your Shinola Sensors to hit the Red Zone.

The criminality which has infested "UN" aid programs should tell you enough. Less than 2% of all the foreign aid that the UNITED STATES funneled to the UN ever made it to the people it was supposed to help. Instead, it got channeled to drug runners and prostitution rings and booze and gambling and proliferation of arms deals and theft of natural resources, especially in the Mideast and Africa, where the Vichy French and their Dutch and Netherlandish co-conspirators have wreaked havoc for generations.

The entire Grand Duchy of Luxembourg needs to be cleaned out like a wasp' nest, fumigated, and given back to the people of Luxembourg. The Swiss Cantons are equally infected by these international crime syndicate scum, but the Swiss are willing and able to clean their own house once made aware and motivated to address the "clear and present danger".

Back in the 1970's the endlessly useless bums in the Territorial United States Congress took it upon themselves to "release" all our state laws to the United Nations Organization, which the UN Corporation then capitalized upon and falsely claimed that this gave them the right to dispose of our property.

Let's see, if my neighbor, Joe, who used to have a contract to clean my house, offers my stuff to Felix, does it mean Felix has a valid claim to my stuff? Uh?

The heirs to the American states are here and their liens and claims are in place. Any "deals" the Hired Help made concerning our assets are null and void. Any presumption that our lawful government has been in "abeyance" because of their meddling and Breach of Trust is null and void. Any deals made by either the Territorial United States or the Municipal United States to give away our assets or use our assets as collateral for their debts to the UN Corp are null and void.

It's all just criminal bull crap.

And the $475 trillion dollars owed to the Americans that the Bank of France was sitting on? That's ours, too. It does not belong to the Territorial United States nor does it belong to the Municipal United States. It belongs to us, The United States of America, Unincorporated. Until and unless Donald J. Trump accepts the public Office of the President of The United States of America, he has no
contract with us and no standing to claim or administer the receipt or disposition of those funds which belong to the American states and people.

Unlike his other offices which are corporate and private offices, the public office requires him to act in behalf of the actual states and people, and to act in concert with the Hereditary Head of State and the Fiduciary Officer to do business for them in Good Faith. It has apparently not yet "hit home" that we are the employers of the Territorial and Municipal United States, because middlemen--- Serco, the Queen, and Crown bankers have been issuing the checks "in our behalf"--- but, in fact, we are the only ones who can actually pay them or pay off the debts they have accumulated ostensibly in our service.

That is, perhaps, something of a sticking point in that not all the expenses charged to us are authorized or beneficial to us, a fact that both the Territorial and Municipal United States and their Creditors, including the UN Corp, may not like to consider, because odious, non-consensual debts have to be charged off.

However, the "question has been called" and they are on the hook to deal with the realities of the crimes that have been committed, and not just those crimes that have been committed within their organizations, but those that have adversely impacted innocent people worldwide.

In view of the malfeasance the UN Corp and the "United Nations" front organization has demonstrated in misdirecting humanitarian aid that was paid for in Good Faith and charged against the accounts of the American states and people, I am calling for a complete fiscal audit of both organizations, complete with verification of receipt of funds and other forms of aid.

That audit will show that innocent Americans, Chinese, Germans, Swiss, Norwegians, Canadians, English, Russians, Japanese, Aussies, Italians, Frenchmen, Poles---- people from all over the world have faithfully contributed large amounts of humanitarian aid to and through the United Nations--- and most of it "disappeared" down rabbit holes, was spent on crony deals (like Army Surplus wool blankets sent to Nigeria), or used to buy armaments.

And then we wonder why the condition of the Earth and the world just gets worse and worse and worse, while our taxes go higher and higher?

The answer is simple. We have criminal commercial corporations masquerading as lawful governments. And then we have these criminal commercial corporations sending their Big Wigs as "ambassadors" to this center of the crime syndicates calling itself the "United Nations"----- and we expect anything but more criminality to be the result?

All these so-called institutions and commercial corporations have glutted themselves on the people they were supposedly helping and serving. They all need to be audited--- and the guilty ones need to be liquidated.

If the actual governments of the actual nations of the world wish to establish a meeting ground to discuss issues of mutual concern and to join together to take joint action with regard to mutual problems --- which was supposed to be the function of the United Nations Organization--- fine. But let it be actual and accountable governments meeting in this fashion, not Hired Help, not commercial corporations in the business of providing government services.

Pretending to be a government while lining your pockets puts you in a position where there is too much temptation and too little accountability.
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